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GRADE 11 *** MODULE 1 ***  UNIT 1: Festivals and Occasions 
 

L Expression Meaning Translation 

1 

& 

2 

canopy n 
an ornamental cloth covering, hung or held up over something, 

especially a throne or bed ∀ٌ¬ゅトビٌ\ٌ∃ٌる⇒⇒ｚヤヌョ  

dazzling adj. extremely bright, especially so as to blind the eyes temporarily ٌ ∀ゲヰら ⊥ョ\ٌٌΕやٌ ⊥ブトガΑダよゅケ  

discipline n a branch of knowledge, typically one studied in higher education ٌ⊥るΒシやケ⌒キ ∀ٌりキゅョٌ\ٌゾダガゎ  

extravaganza n an elaborate and spectacular entertainment or production ヱケ(ٌるハベヲジわャや)  

gather v to come together; to assemble or accumulate ٌノ⇒⇒ヨイ∠Α 
launch v to start or set in motion ⊥ٌペヤト⊥Αٌٌ\ٌٌٌ⊥ぺギらΑ  

multitude n a large number of … ٌゲΒらミٌキギハ 

nurture v to care for and encourage the growth or development of … ヵあグ⇒⇒ピ⇒⇒⊥Α 
patriotic adj. having or expressing devotion to and support for one's country ٌ ∀ヶレヅヱ\ٌ⌒ٌヮ⇒⇒レヅヲャٌ ∀ょ⇒⇒⇒ ⌒エ ⊥ョ  

stream n a large number of things that happen or come one after the other ٌ ∀モ⇒⇒Βシ\ٌٌٌケゅ⇒⇒ｚΒゎ\ٌペプキ 

unrivalled adj. better than everyone or everything of the same type ∀ٌ¬ヶセٌヮΒワゅツΑٌΙ 

3 

academic adj. of or relating to education and scholarship ٌヵヲよゲゎ\ٌヶヨΒヤバゎٌ
blossom n a flower or a mass of flowers on a tree or a bush ケゅ⇒⇒ワコまٌ\ٌケゅワコΕやٌウわヘゎٌ

claim v 
to state that something is the case, typically without providing 

evidence ⊥ٌユ ⊥ハゴΑ ٌ\ٌ...ٌ ∂ラぺٌヶハ∂ギΑٌ

cultivate v to prepare and use (land) for crops or gardening ٌチケΕやٌウヤヘΑ\ٌٌネケゴΑٌ
facilitate v to make easy or easier ⊥ٌモ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒∂ヰジΑٌ

gaze v to look steadily and intently, esp. in admiration, surprise or thought ٌ ⊥ベ∂ギ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒エ⊥Α\ٌモ ∂ョほわΑٌ

meteorologist n 
a specialist in the branch of science that is concerned with the 

phenomena of the atmosphere 

ٌキゅタケΕやٌヶもゅダカぺ
るΑヲイャやٌ

outstanding adj. exceptionally good ٌ ∀コケゅよ\ٌ∀ٌゴ∂Βヨわ ⊥ョٌ

vendor n 
a person or company offering something for sale, esp. a trader in the 

street ∀ٌノもゅよٌ

4 

& 

5 

bagpipes n 
a musical instrument with reed pipes that are sounded by the pressure 

of wind emitted from a bag squeezed by the player's arm 
るよゲボャやٌケゅョゴョٌ

carnival n 
a period of public celebration that takes place at a regular time each 

year 
ラゅィゲヰョٌ

celebratory adj. done in order to celebrate a particular event or occasion ヶャゅヘわェやٌ
display 

n 
a performance, show or event intended for public entertainment ∀ٌチゲハٌ

festivity 
n 

the celebration of something in a bubbly and exuberant way ∀ٌメゅヘわェやٌ

hire 
v to obtain the temporary use of (something) for an agreed payment; to 

rent 
ٌゲィほわジΑ-ٌ⊥ٌゲ ∂ィほ⊥Αٌ

preoccupied 
adj. be so engrossed or absorbed in (something) that one does not notice 

other people or things ⌒ٌピゼレ ⊥ョٌ∀モ-ٌ∀ٌマヨヰレ ⊥ョٌ

take part in 
ph. 
v 

to participate ⊥ٌポケゅゼ⊥Αٌ

7 

& 

8 

bubbly adj. lively, high-spirited ∀ٌテゼル\ٌｘٌヵヲΒェٌ

chain n 
a group of establishments, such as hotels, stores or restaurants owned 

by the same company 

∀ٌるヤジヤシ\ٌ∀ٌるハヲヨイョ
ٌリョٌ

commemorate v to mark or celebrate a special occasion ンゲミクٌヶΒエ⊥Αٌ
embark v to go on board a ship, aircraft or other vehicle ٌょミゲΑ\ٌリわョٌヴヤハٌギバダΑٌ

exuberant adj. 
filled with or characterized by a lively energy and excitement to 

depart from an established course 

ゅゼレャゅよٌ ∀ユバヘ ⊥ョٌヱٌヅ
るΑヲΒエャやٌ

fanciful adj. over imagination and unrealistic メゅΒガャやٌベヲヘΑٌ
intricate adj. very complicated or detailed ٌ ∀ギ∂ボバ ⊥ョ\ٌ∀ٌペΒホキٌ
unison n simultaneous performance of action ∀ٌュゅイジルやٌヱٌ ∀ユビゅレゎٌ

weaving n 
the act of forming fabric by interlacing long threads in one direction 

with other at a right angle to them 
ٌ ∀アΒジル\ٌアジ∂レャやٌるΒヤヨハٌ
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GRADE 11 *** MODULE 1 *** UNIT 2: Family Celebrations 

L Expression Meaning Translation 

1 

& 

2 

close-knit adj. 
united or bound together by strong relationships and common 

interests 
 ∀テよやゲわ⊥⇒ョ\  ∀ユ ⌒ェΚわ⇒ ⊥ョ  

eldest adj. (of a member of a group of people) of the greatest age; the oldest ゅ⇔∂レ⇒⇒ ⌒シ ⊥ゲらミΕや 
formal adj. done according to rules of convention  ｘヶヨ⇒⇒シ ∠ケ 

get-together n a sociable meeting or conference  ∀¬ゅボャ\ ネゅヨわィや  

hold v to arrange and take part in  ⊥ギ⌒ボ⇒⇒バ∠Α\ ヵゲイ⇒⇒⊥Α  

milestone n 
(figurative) an action or event marking a significant change or 

stage in development 
 ∀ュゅワ ∀ゐギェ\  ∃メ ∂ヲ⇒エゎ ⊥るト⇒ボ⊥ル  

swap v to take part in an exchange of  ⊥メキゅらわΑ 
touching adj. arousing strong feelings of sympathy, appreciation or gratitude  ∀ゲあをぽ⇒⇒ ⊥ョ  

3 

baby shower n 
a party at which presents are given to someone, typically a 

woman, who is about to have a baby 

 ュゅボゎ るヤヘェャ りキΙヱ モらホ リΑギャやヲヤ
ゅヨヰャ モヘヅ メヱぺ 

crib n a young child’s bed with barred or latticed sides  ギ ∇ヰ ∠ョ\ モヘヅ ゲΑゲシ  

expectant adj. 
having or showing an excited feeling that something is about to 

happen, esp. something pleasant and interesting 
 ゲヌわレョ\  ょボゎゲョ\ ノホヲわョ  

parenthood n the state of being a mother or a father り ∂ヲよぺ 
pram n a baby carriage メゅヘヅぺ るよゲハ 

replica n an exact copy or model of something モ ∇タ∠Εや ⊥ペ∇ら ⌒ヅ ∀る ∠ガ ∇ジ⊥ル 

separate adj. forming or viewed as unit apart or by itself  モダヘレョ\  ∂モボわジョ  

silverware n dishes , containers or cutlery made or coated with silver ヶルやヱや (りギもゅヨャや)  ∂Βツプる  

subsequent adj. continuing after something in time ; following  ャや ∀ペ ⌒ェΚ \  ャや ∃ャゅわヶ  

transition n the process or a period of changing from one state to another  ∀メ ∂ヲエゎ\  ∀メゅボわルや  

4 

& 

5 

breathing 

space 
n an opportunity to pause, relax or decide what to do next  ∀るェやゲわシや りゲΒダホ  

well-deserved adj. well-earned  ⊥ョ ∀ペエわジ \  ケやギィ リハ ∃り  

clan n a group of close – knit and interrelated families   りゲΒ ⌒ゼ ∠ハ 

desert v the act of running away or leaving  ⊥ゲイヰΑ  

interior n the inland part of a country or region リヅヲャや キヱギェ モカやキ 

wind up v 
to make a clock or other device operate by turning a key or 

handle 
るハゅジャや ほらバΑ \ Αヮらレヨャや ほらバ  

7 

& 

8 

aborigine n a person, animal or plant that is an inhabitant of Australia (ラゅムジャやぺ )タ ∀モΒ ゅΒャやゲわシΖャ  

boomerang n 

a curved flat piece of wood that can be thrown so as to return to 

the thrower, traditionally used by Australian Aboriginals as a 

hunting weapon 

ギゎゲヨャや ギΒムャや\  ょゼカ るバトホ ヒルゲヨらャや
るΑヲヤョ ギΒダヤャ ュギガわジゎ  

for good phr. forever; definitively  ギよΖャ\ ゅ⇔∂Βもゅヰル  

nomad n 
a member of a people having no permanent home, and who travel 

from place to place to find fresh pasture for their livestock 
 ヱギらャやャや ぁゲ ｚェモ⇒⇒  

originally adv. from or in the beginning; at first モタΙや ヶプ \ るΑやギらャや ヶプ  

reminisce v to indulge in enjoyable recollection of past events  ンゲミグよ ⊥ユΒヰΑ\ ゲミグわΑ  

roundabout n 
a road junction at which traffic moves in one direction around a 

central island 
ケやヱギャや 

traditionally adv. habitually done, used or found  ゅΑギΒヤボゎ\  ∂ヵ⌒ギΒ⌒ヤ∇ボ∠ゎ ∃ヲ ∇エ∠ル ヴ∠ヤ ∠ハ  

SAMI BIN YOUNES 
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GRADE 11 
MODULE 1 *** UNIT 3: Meeting Places 

L Expression Meaning Translation 

1 

& 

2 

cardamom n 
the aromatic seeds of a plant of the ginger family , used as a spice and 

also medically 
 ょェモΒヰャや  

cordially adv. warmly and friendly  り∂キヲヨよ  

decaffeinated adj. ( of coffee or tea ) not containing caffeine  ∃メゅカ リΒプゅムャや リョ  

distinctive adj. 
characteristic of one person or thing , and so serving to distinguish it 

from other 
 ゴΒヨョ 

espresso n strong black coffee made by forcing steam through ground coffee beans 
ヲシゲらシま\  りヲヰホ

るΑケヲプ 
fragrance n a pleasant , sweet smell ゲトハ \ るらΒヅ る ∠エ⌒もやケ  

hospitality n 
the friendly and generous reception and entertainment of guests , visitors 

or strangers 
るプゅΒツャや リジ ⊥ェ 

immediate adj. occurring or done at once ; instant  ∂ヵケヲプ 
import v to bring ( goods or services ) into a country from abroad for sale キケヲわジΑ 
instant adj. happening or done immediately  ∂ヵケヲプ  

log on ph. v 
to do the necessary actions on a computer system that will allow one to 

begin using it 
Αプ ぺギらュやギガわシや ヶ ゆヲシゅエャや  

pill n a small round mass of solid medicine to be swallowed ¬やヱキ るらェ 

quarrel n 
an angry argument , typically between people who are usually on good 

terms 
 ネやゴル\ ケゅイセ  

refill v to fill a container again  ΖヨΑ  ∃ギΑギィ リョ 
socialise v to mix socially with others  ⊥ア ⌒ョ ∠ギ∇レ∠ΑゅΒハゅヨわィま  

3 

circumstance n a condition connected with an event or action フ ∇ゲ∠ド \  るャゅェ  

civil servant n a member of the civil service  ∀ブドヲョ ヶルギョ  

cocoa n a chocolate powder made from roasted and ground cacao beans ゅ ∠ミヱゅ ∠ミ  

cultivation n agriculture  る ∠ハや ∠ケ⌒コ\ るェΚプ  

gratitude n the quality of being thankful  ラゅレ⌒わ ∇ョ⌒や\ ゲ ∇ム ⊥セ  

porcelain n a hard shiny white substance used for making expensive plates cups, etc.   フ ∠ゴ ∠カ\ ケゅガプ  

silk n a fine, soft fiber produced by silkworms and collected to make fabric  ャやゲΑゲエ  

4 

& 

5 

autograph n 
a signature , especially that of a celebrity, written as a souvenir for an 

admirer 
 ノΒホヲゎ 

converse v to engage in conversation ズホゅレΑ 
in charge of exp. responsible  ぽジョヱメ リハ  

irritated adj. annoyed , angry  ⊥ョアハゴレ  

lonesome adj. solitary or lonely ギΒ ⌒ェ ∠ヱ  

plaza n a public square , marketplace or similar open space in a build - up   area る ∠ェゅシ \ ラやギ∇Β ∠ョ  

sickly adj. often ill  ; in poor health ヂΑゲョ 

stadium n a sports arena with rows of seats for spectators ょバヤョ 

teapot n 
a pot with a handle , spout and lid ; in which tea is brewed and from which 

it is poured 
ヵゅゼャや ペΑゲよま 

weary adj. feeling or showing tiredness ペ∠ワ ∇ゲ ⊥ョ \ ょバわョ  

7 

& 

8 

beverage n a drink, esp. one other than water ゆやゲセ 

catch up n a meeting among friends who haven’t seen one another for a long time  ¬ゅボャ\ るジヤィ  

make it ph. v to attend  ⊥ツエΑ ⊥ゲ  

meet up ph. v to meet someone either by arrangement or by chance ヶボわヤΑ 
reschedule v to change the time of a planned event ィ  ギΒバΑハヲョ るャヱギやギ  

sales n 
an event for the rapid disposal of goods at reduced prices for a period, 

esp. at the end of a season 
 れΚΑゴレゎ  

window 

shopping 
n 

looking at merchandise in store window or showcases without buying 

anything 
テボプ リΒバャゅよ ベヲジわャや 
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MODULE 2: Communication *** UNIT 4: Communicating 
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L Expression P.S.  Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

adjustment n a change in the way that someone behaves or thinks  ∀モΑギバゎ 
assumption n a thing that is accepted as true or as certain to happen  めΒセヮよ ∀ユｚヤ⇒⇒ジ ⊥ョ  

block out v 
to prevent light from reaching something from being seen or 

heard 
 ⊥ょ⇒ ⊥イ⇒⇒エ∠Α 

capacity n the ability or power to do, experience or understand something  りケギ⊥ボャや\  ⊥るハゅトわシΗや  

defensiveness n 
the state of behaving in a way that shows you feel that other 

people are criticising you 
 るΒハゅプあギャや\  ⊥コやゲわェΗや  

distraction n 
something that interferes with concentration or takes attention 

away from something else 
¬ゅヰャま ... リハ  

empathy n the ability to understand and share the feelings of another  ノョ ブヅゅバわャやゲカΓやリΑ  

enhance v 
to intensify, increase or further improve the quality, value or 

extent of something 
 ⊥コ あゴバ⊥Α\  ⊥ユハギ∠Α  

interlocutor n a person who takes part in a dialogue or conversation  ∀ケヱゅエ⊥ョ 

non-verbal adj. not involving or using words or speech ヶヌヘャ ゲΒビ ش ュΚミ ラヱギよ  

3 

chime n a sound made by a bell or a metal bar or tube サゲイャや ⊥ネゲホ 
illiteracy n inability to read or write るΒ⇒⇒ｚ⇒⇒ョ⊥Εや 

inaccessible adj. unreachable; out of reach ケヲらバャや ⊥ょバダΑ ヮΒャま  

integrate v 
to combine something with another so that they become a 

whole 
 ⊥ア ⌒ョギ⇒⇒⊥Α 

lifeline n 
(figurative) a thing that is essential for survival of someone or 

something 
 ∀るΒゎゅΒェ りケヱゲッ 

mailbag n a large sack or bag for carrying mail ギ⇒⇒Αゲらャや ⊥るらΒボェ 

transcribe v to put (thoughts, speech or data) into written or printed  ⊥オ ⌒ジ⇒⇒レΑ 

4 

& 

5 

accountant n a person whose job is to keep or inspect financial accounts  ∀ょ⇒⇒ ⌒シゅエ⇒⇒ ⊥ョ 

annual adj. occurring once every year  ｘヵヲ∠⇒⇒⇒⇒レ⇒シ 

continent n 
any of the world's main continuous expanses of land (Africa, 

Antarctica, Asia, Australia, Europe, America) 
 ⊥り ｚケゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ホ 

courteous adj. polite; respectful  ∀ゆｚキ ∠ぽ⊥⇒ョ\ ュゲわエ⇒ ⊥ョ  

deem v to regard or consider in a specific way  ⊥ゲ⌒らわ⇒⇒バ∠Α 

demand n 
the desire of consumers, clients, employers, etc., for a 

particular commodity, service, or other item 

 ⊥ょヤ∂⇒ト⇒⇒ャや\  ヴヤハ ⊥メゅらホΗや
ゅョ ⇔¬ヶセ 

diva n a famous female opera singer  ∀りケヲヰゼョ やゲよヱぺ るΒあレピ⇒ ⊥ョ 

flattering adj. full of praise and compliments  ∀ヶ ⌒ェギ⇒ ∠ョ 

harshly adv. cruelly or severely よ ∃るルヲ⊥ゼ ⊥ガ るッゅツプ ヱ  

insult n a disrespectful or scornfully abusive remark or action  ∀るルゅワま\  ∀ゲΒボエゎ  

meticulously adv. very carefully and precisely  ∃リぁバ⇒∠⇒ヨゎ ヱ ∃るホ ⌒ギよ 
mountain range n a line of mountains connected by high ground  ∀るΒヤらィ ∀るヤジヤ ⌒シ 

owe v 
to be under a moral obligation to give someone (gratitude, 

respect, etc.) 
 ゅョ ∃ゾガゼ⌒ャ ⊥リΑ ⌒ギ∠Αら...  

pane n a single sheet of glass in a window or door  ∀ヶィゅィ ⊥コ ∀ゥヲャ 

7 

& 

8 

attestation n 
a legal statement made by someone in which they say that 

something is definitely true 
りキゅヰセ れゅらをま 

cardiac adj. of or relating to the heart ヱク ょヤボャゅよ るホΚハ  

doctorate n 
the highest degree awarded by a graduate school or other 

approved educational organisation 
ロやケヲわミギャや りキゅヰセ 

enclose v to place (something) in an envelope together with a letter  ⊥Αブヤピョ ヶプ ノツΑ / ペプゲ  

extensive adj. containing or dealing with a lot of information and details モョゅセ  ∀ペ ∂ヨバ ⊥ョ ヱ 

in advance phr. ahead of time  ⊥ョゅョギボ \ ゅ⇔ボらジ⊥ョ 

reference n 
a source of information that ascertains something and proves 

it reliable 

ノィゲョ  ケギダョ ヱぺ
ベヲをヲョ 
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L Expression P. S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

ameliorated adj. (of something bad or unsatisfactory) made better  ∀リ⇒ ∂ジエ⊥⇒ョ\  ∀メ∂ギ⇒バ ⊥ョ  

BCE abbr. Before Common Era オΑケゅわャや モらホ ゅョ ゲダハ 

character n a printed or written letter or symbol  ∀フゲェ\  ∀ゴ⇒ョケ  

cuneiform n 

denoting or relating to the wedge-shaped characters used 

in the ancient writing systems of Mesopotamia, Persia, and 

Ugarit, surviving mainly impressed on clay tablets 
ゅヨジヨャや るよゅわムャやるΑケ  

empire n 
an extensive group of states or countries under a single 

supreme authority 
るΑケヲヅやゲらョま 

financial adj. 
economic activity concerned with the processing of or 

relating to finance 
 ｘヶャゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒ョ 

gradually adv. slowly ゅ⇒⇔∂Β⇒イΑケギ⇒⇒ゎ 
hieroglyphics n incomprehensible symbols or writing ャや るよゅわムャやヘΒヤビヱゲΒヰるΒ 

inscribe v 
to write or carve (words or symbols) on something, esp. as 

a formal or permanent record 
ボレΑ ⊥⇒ゲヘエΑ / ズ  

pictogram n a pictorial symbol for a word or phrase ヵケヲタ ∀ユｚジ⇒イ⊥⇒ョ 

practical adj. 
of or concerned with the actual doing of or use of 

something rather than with theory and ideas 
ヶヤヨハ \ ヶボΒらトゎ 

precious adj. 
(of an object, substance, or resource) of great value; not to 

be wasted or treated carelessly 
 ∀リΒ⇒⇒ヨを 

quotidian adj. of or occurring every day; daily ヶ⇒ョヲΑ 
reed n 

a tall, slender-leaved plant of the grass family that grows 

in water or on marshy grounds 
 ⊥ょ⇒ダボャや 

scribe n 
a person who copies out documents, esp. one employed to 

do this before printing was invented 
ホ るレヰョ( オシゅル)るヨΑギ  

throughout prep. all the way through メΚカ リョ 

3 

industrial design n design related to industry ヶハゅレダャや ユΒヨダわャや 
reliable adj. 

consistently good in quality or performance; able to be 

trusted 
 ヮよ ∀ベヲをヲョ\ るボんャゅよ ∀ゲΑギィ  

mechanism n 
a natural or established process by which something takes 

place or is brought about 
るΒャΕや 

socket n 
a natural or artificial hollow into which something fits or 

in which something revolves 
 ∀ブΑヲイゎ\  ∀ザらボョ  

4 

& 

5 

acquire v to learn or develop (a skill, habit, or quality) わムΑょジ 
amateur n 

a person who engages in a pursuit, esp. a sport, on an 

unpaid basis 
)フゲわエョ ギッ( ヵヱゅヰャや 

ballpoint n 
a pen with a tiny ball as its writing point. The ball transfers 

ink from a cartridge to the paper 
フゅイャや ユヤボャや 

call-in n 
a telephone conversation that is broadcast during a radio or 

television programme 

 メΚカ るΒヘゎゅワ るヨャゅムョ
アョゅルゲよ 

falloff n a decrease in something  ヅヲらワ\ チゅヘガルや 
literacy n the ability to read and write ユ∂ヤバわャや 

pride and joy exp. the main source of satisfaction and happiness りキゅバシ ヱ ゲガプ ケギダョ 
publish v 

(of an author or company) to prepare and issue (a book, 

journal, piece of music or other work) for public sale 
ゲゼレΑ 

tryout n 
a test of the potential of someone or something, esp. in the 

context of entertainment or sports 
わョまれやケギホ ラゅエ 

writer's block n the condition of being unable to think of what to write ゲΒムヘわャや リハ ろホぽョ ゴイハ 

7 

& 

8 

contribution n a gift or payment to a common fund or collection るヨワゅジョ るΒャゅョ 
dominate v 

to have a commanding influence on; to exercise control 

over 
⇒プ ユムエわΑ / ヴヤハ ゲトΒジΑヶ  

economic adj. of or relating to economics or the economy ヵキゅダわホや 

honorary PhD n 
a doctorate given as an honour, without the usual 

requirements or functions 
るΒプゲセ / るΑゲガプ ロやケヲわミキ 

impact n 
the action of one object coming forcibly into contact with 

another 
ュやギトタま 

mainly adv. more than anything else ヶシゅシぺ モムゼよ \ る ∂タゅカ 
wordsmith n a skilled user of words  ∀ゲワゅョ-  るピヤャゅよ ∀ノΒヤッ  
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L Expression P. S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

agenda  n a list of items of business to be considered and discussed at a meeting  メゅ⇒⇒⇒ヨハぺ メヱギィ\ アョゅルゲよ 
a great deal of  phr. much or a lot of ... リョ ゲΒんムャや 

browse  v to survey objects casually, esp. goods for sale  ∂ヘダわΑ ∂ヤボΑ / ウ⇒⇒ょ 
calendar  n 

a chart or series of pages showing the days, weeks, and months of a particular 
year, or giving particular seasonal information ケ / ユΑヲボゎヱゅルコるョ 

cell phone  n 
short for cellular phone: a telephone with access to a cellular radio system so it 

can be used over a wide area, without a physical connection to a network )メゅボル( ヵヲヤカ ブゎゅワ 
complement  n a thing that completes or brings to perfection ゎ るヤヨム\ る ∂ヨわゎ 
customize  v to modify something to suit a particular individual or task ) ノョ ょシゅレわΑ ゅヨよ ( メギバΑ 
dominant  adj. to have a commanding influence on; to exercise control over  ∀リヨΒヰ⇒ ⊥ョ\ ヴヤハ ∀ゲトΒジ⊥ョ 
function  v to work or operate in a proper or particular way  ⊥モヨバΑ\  ⊥モピわゼΑ 

lately  adv. recently; not long ago  ∂カぽョやゲ - ゅ⇔んΑギェ  

miscellaneous adj. of various types or from different sources  ∂ギバわョキ \  ∀ネ ∂ヲレわ ⊥ョ 
necessity  n the fact of being required  ∀りケヱゲッ 
notepad n a pad of blank or ruled pages for writing notes on  ⊥ョ ∂ムヘりゲ  

rely on  ph. v to depend on ヴヤハ ⊥ギヨわバΑ 
reminder  n a thing that causes someone to remember something  ⊥息 ∂ミグョゲ ∀り  ⊥ョ / ∂ムヘゲ ∀り  

teleputer  n 
a combination of the words 'telephone' and 'computer' used to describe 

increasingly advanced mobile phones 

 ケ ∂ヲトわヨャや メゅ∂ボレャや ブゎゅヰャや
や ⇔∂ギィ 

tend  v 
to regularly or frequently behave in a particular way or to have a certain 

characteristic  ヮイわΑ / ヴャま モΒヨΑヲエル  

theme  n a subject of artistic representation ヶ∂レプ ∀ユジイ⊥ョ 
via  prep. traveling through (a place) en route to a destination; by way of; by means of  ゲらハ\ メΚカ リョ 

weblog  n 
another term for blog: a Web site on which an individual, or group of users, 

produces an ongoing narrative るル ∂ヱギ⇒⇒ョ 

3 

bin v 
to place something in a receptacle in which to deposit trash or recyclable 

material 

 る∂ヤシ ヶプ ゅョ ∃¬ヴΒゼよ ヶョゲΑ
れΚヨヰ⊥ヨャや 

disposable adj. intended to be used once and then thrown away りギェやヱ り ∂ゲョ モヨバわジ⊥Βャ ｘギ∠バ⇒ ⊥ョ 

pass on 
phr. 

v 
to give something to someone else, after one has had it or finished with it 

 ゅョ ∃¬ヴΒセ リハ ヶレピわジΑ
ゅョ ∃ゾガセ りギもゅヘャ 

reclaim v to retrieve or recover something previously lost, given or paid  ⊥ノ ⌒ィゲわジΑ-   ぁキゲわジΑ 
sibling n a brother or sister  ∀ろカぺ ヱぺ ∀ォぺ 

4 

& 

5 

hike  v to walk for along distance, esp. across the country or in the woods  ∃るャヲイよ ⊥ュヲボΑ\  ⊥ウ ∂ジヘわΑ 
mountainous  adj. (of a region) having many mountains  ｘヶヤらィ 

notify  v to inform someone of something, typically in a formal or official manner  ⊥Α ⊥ゲらガ -   ⊥Α ⊥ノヤト  -  ゲトガ⊥Α 
recognise  v 

to identify someone or something from having encountered them before; to 
know again ... ヴヤハ ⊥フ ｚゲバわΑ 

security  n freedom from risk or danger; safety  ⊥るョΚ⇒ ∂ジャや 
usher  n a person who shows people to their seats, esp. in a theatre 

ユヰレミゅョぺ ヴャま リΒィ ∂ゲヘわヨャや ギ ⌒セゲ⊥ョ 
 ゥゲジヨャや ヶプ 

7 

& 

8 

beforehand adv. before an action or event; in advance  ゅ⇔ボらジ⊥ョ\ ゅ ⇔ョ ∂ギボ ⊥ョ 
bookmark n 

a record of the address of a file, web page, or other data used to enable quick 

access by a user 
るエヘタ ヱぺ ノホヲョ ギΑギエわャ るョΚハ 

don't tell a soul exp. keep it a secret  ∂ゲジャや ナヘェま\ ラゅヨわムャや ュゴャま 
GPRS abbr. 

General Packet Radio Services; a technology for radio transmission of small 

packets of data, especially between cellular phones and the Internet 

 れゅョヲヤバヨャや ュゴ ⊥ェ メゅシケま ュゅヌル
ゅ⇔ΒムヤシΙ 

modem n 
a combined device for modulation and demodulation, for example, between the 

digital data of a computer and the analogue signal of a telephone line ュキヲ⊥ヨャや 
paste v to insert (a text) in a document  ⊥ペダヤ⇒⊥Α 

phone book n a telephone directory  モΒャキャやブゎゅヰ 
press v 

to exert continuous physical force on (something), typically in order to operate a 

machine ... ヴヤハ テピツΑ 
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L Expression P.S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 broadcast n a radio or television programme or transmission  ゑよ\  ∀メゅシケま  

2 collectively adv. cooperatively ゅΒハゅヨィ 

3 digital adj. 

relating to or using signals or information represented by discrete values 

(digits) of a physical quantity, such as voltage or magnetic polarization, to 

represent arithmetic numbers 
ヶヨホケ 

4 dispatch v to send off to a destination or for a purpose  モシゲΑ\  ⊥ゑバらΑ  

5 entertainment n the action of providing amusement or enjoyment  るΒヤジゎ\ ヮΒプゲゎ  

6 evolve v to develop gradually, esp. from a simple to a more complex form ケヲトわΑ 
7 film industry n motion picture business ュΚプΕや るハゅレタ 

8 invention n economic activity concerned with the processing of ネやゲわカや 
9 set n a radio or television receiver コゅヰィ 

10 station n a company involved in broadcasting of a specified kind メゅシケま るトエョ 

11 transistor n 
a portable radio using circuits containing transistors rather than vacuum 

tubes グョ ネゅΑ\ ゲΒピタ ヲΑキやケ  

12 
video 

recorder 
n 

a device that when linked to a television set, can be used for recording on 

and playing videotapes ヲΑギΒヘャや モイジョ 

3 

1 adversely adv. harmfully  ∂ケゅッ ヱや ヶらヤシ モムゼよ 
2 dedication n the quality of being dedicated or committed to a task or purpose  ザΑゲムゎ\ ュやゴわャや  

3 deterrent n 
a thing that discourages or is intended to discourage someone from doing 

something  ノルゅョ- ネキやケ  

4 glorify v to describe or represent as admirable, esp. unjustifiably or undeservedly ギ ∂イヨΑ 
5 innumerable adj. too many to be counted ギバΑ Ιヱ ヴダエΑ Ι 

6 remote adj. far away; distant ギΒバよ 

4 

& 

5 

1 bring about ph.v to cause something to happen ょ∂らジ⊥Α 
2 demonstrate v to clearly show the existence or truth of ゲヰヌ⊥Α - ヵギら⊥Α  

3 disappointing adj. failing to fulfill someone's hopes or expectations テ⌒らエ⊥ョ 

4 half n 
either of two equal periods of time into which a sports game or 

performance is divided ヅヲセ 

5 potential adj. 
natural qualities or abilities that may be developed and lead to future 

success or usefulness るレョゅミ りケギホ 
6 prominent adj. important; famous  ケヲヰゼョ\  ∀コケゅよ  

7 resident n a person who lives somewhere permanently or on a long-term basis  ∀リミゅシ\  ∀ユΒボ ⊥ョ  

8 reveal v to make (previously unknown or secret information) known to others  リハ ブゼムΑ\  ⊥Αヶゼヘ  

9 
telecommunic

ation 
n 

communication over a distance by cable, telegraph, telephone or 

broadcasting ギバよ リハ メゅダゎΙや 

10 teleprinter n a device for transmitting and receiving telegraph messages るホゲらヨャや るバよゅトャや 
11 tension n the state of being stretched tight ゲゎヲゎ 
12 transatlantic n of, relating to, or situated on the other side of the Atlantic ヶジヤヅΕや テΒエヨャや ゲらハ 

13 victory n an act of defeating an enemy in a battle, game or competition ケゅダわルや 
14 zealous adj. 

having or showing passionate support to something that a person believes 

in strongly ょダバわ⊥ョ 

7 

& 

8 

1 consume v to use up (a resource) マヤヰわジΑ 

2 
electronic 

device 
n 

having or operating with the aid of many small components, esp. 

microchips and transistors, that control and direct an electric current ヶルヱゲわムャや コゅヰィ 

3 electronics n 

the branch of physics and technology concerned with the design of circuits 

using transistors and microchips, and with the behaviour and movement of 

electrons in a semiconductor, conductor, vacuum or gas 
ルヱゲわムャΙや ユヤハれゅΒ  

4 portable adj. able to be carried ヮヤヨェ リムヨΑ 
5 rank v to give a place within a grading system based on quality  ょゎゲ⊥Α- ブ∂レダ⊥Α  
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L Expression P.S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 age-appropriate adj. suitable for a certain age ⊥ُョリΒバョُリジャُょシゅレ  

2 channel-surf v 
to change frequently from one channel to another, using a 

remote control device 

ُれやヲレボャやُょヤボ⊥Α
るΒルヲΑゴヘヤわャや 

3 comedy n a play, film or programme that makes one laugh ゅΑギΒョヲムャや 
4 inactivity n idleness, immobility ⊥ُカメヲヨُ\ُモジミ  

5 mentally adv. in one's mind ⌒ُクゅΒレワ  

6 miss out on ph. v 

to not get the chance to do or have something that one would 

enjoy or that would be good for one, esp. a chance that other 

people succeed in getting 
∂ُヲヘ⊥Αるタゲプُヮジヘルُヴヤハُれ  

7 promote v 
to further the progress of (something, esp. a cause, venture, 

or aim); to support or actively encourage 
ُُヶボゎゲΑُゆ \ ُُ⊥ُユハギ∠Αُ  

8 provoke v 
to stimulate or give rise to (a reaction or emotion, typically a 

strong or unwelcome one) in someone 
ُ∠Αゴヘわジ  

9 tune out ph. v 
to stop paying attention to something, esp. because one is 

tired or bored 
ُ∠Αモピゼレُリハ  

3 

1 accuracy n the quality or state of being correct or precise る∂ホ ∂ギャや 
2 core programming n the central or most important programme ヶシゅシΕやُアョゅルゲらャや 
3 fractional adj. related to the separation of components of a mixture ヶゃΑゴイゎ 
4 on average exp. normally, usually りキゅバャやُヶプ 
5 primarily adv. for the most part; mainly ُゅΒもギらョ\ُサゅシΕゅよ  

6 prime time n 

the regularly occurring time at which a television or radio 

audience is expected to be greatest, generally regarded in the 

television industry as the hours between 8 and 11 p.m. 

ُゅヰΒプُラヲムΑُるハゅシ
∃ُキギハُゲらミほよُラヱギワゅゼヨャや 

7 staggering adj. astonishing モワグ⊥ョ 

8 teaching aid n materials and equipment used in teaching ُ∀るΒヨΒヤバゎ ∀ُるヤΒシヱ 

9 visualise v to imagine モ∂ΒガわΑ 

4 

& 

5 

1 get behind with ph. v to not make as much progress as others リハُブ∂ヤガわΑ 
2 get down to ph. v to start doing something seriously ¬ヶセُモバヘよُ ∂ユヰΑ 
3 get on ph. v to have a good relationship with someone ゾガセُノョُユイジレΑ 
4 get over ph. v to recover ∃ُチゲョُリョُヴプゅバわΑ 

5 get through ph. v to manage to contact someone 
ُゅョُゾガゼよُモダわΑ

ブゎゅヰャゅよ 
6 occasionally adv. sometimes; from time to time ゅルゅΒェぺ 
7 record v 

to set down in writing or some other permanent form for 

later reference, esp. officially 
ُモイジ⊥Α\ُラ ∂ヱギ⊥Α  

8 tune in ph. v 
to listen to or watch a particular programme on radio or 

television 
ゅイョゅルゲよُノよゅわ⊥Α 

7 

& 

8 

1 convict v 
to prove or officially announce that someone is guilty of a 

crime 
ゾガセُリΑギ⊥Α 

2 equestrian adj. of or relating to horse-riding ヶシヱゲ⊥プ 
3 evidence n 

the available body of facts or information indicating whether 

a belief or proposition is true 
ُモΒャキ\ُれゅらをまُるイェ  

4 newcomer n 
a person or a thing that has recently arrived in a place or 

joined a group 
ギΑギィُュキゅホ 

5 news team n 
two or more people working together on broadcast or 

published report of news 
ケゅらカΕやُペΑゲプ 

6 prosecution n 
the institution and conducting of legal proceedings against 

someone in respect of a criminal charge 
りゅッゅボ ⊥ョ 

7 thriller n 
a novel, play or movie with an exciting plot, typically 

involving crime 
ΒんョُるΑやヱケりゲ  
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L Expression P.S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 capability n power or ability りケギホ 
2 consumer n the person purchasing goods and services for personal use マヤヰわジ⊥ヨャや 
3 ENG abb. Electronic News Gathering ケゅらカΖャ ヶルヱゲわムャΙや ノΒヨイわャや 
4 high-end adj. denoting the most expensive of a range of products ノΒプケ コやゲヅ リョ 

5 hydraulic adj. 
denoting, relating to or operated by a liquid moving in 

confined space under pressure 
ヅヲピツヨャや モもゅ ∂ジャゅよ ケやギΑ 

6 
motion 

picture 
n 

a story or event recorded by a camera as a set of moving 

images and shown in a theatre or on television 
ケ ∂ヲダョ テΑゲセ 

7 nowadays adv. at the present time; in contrast with the past ログワ ゅレョゅΑぺ ヶプ 
8 pedestal n the base or support on which a statue or column is mounted るΑコゅムゎケΙや りギハゅボャや 
9 period drama n a play belonging to or characteristic of a past historical time るΒガΑケゅゎ るΒェゲジョ 

10 stabilising adj. causing to become stable  ∀ろ∂らん ⊥ョ 

3 

1 anticipation n the act of predicting and expecting something ノ∂ホヲゎ 
2 cast n the actors in a ply or film るΒヤΒんヨゎ るホゲプ 
3 

4 

everyone's a  

critic 
exp. 

everyone has a right to express an opinion (often used in an 

ironic manner) 
ゲΒらバわャや ヶプ ペエャや ∂モムャ 

5 soundtrack n a recording of the musical accompaniment to a movie るΑゲΑヲダわャや ヴボΒシヲヨャや 
6 up to scratch exp. up to standard ンヲわジヨャや ヶプ 

4 

& 

5 

1 amicably adv. friendly  ∂るΒヨΒヨェ ヱ ∃キヲ⌒よ 
2 audience n all the people who listen to a speech or a concert ケヲヰヨイャや 
3 beckon away ph. v to leave a place because you are drawn to another ゲィゅヰ⊥Α 
4 bring up ph. v to raise children ヶ∂よゲ⊥Α 
5 category n 

a class or division of people or things regarded as having 

particular shared characteristics 
ブレ ⌒タ 

6 characterise v 
to describe the qualities of something or someone in a 

particular way 
ゴ∂Βヨ⊥Α 

7 cityscape n 
the visual appearance of a city or urban area; a city 

landscape 
ヵゲツエャや ギヰゼヨャや 

8 commentator n 
a person who comments on events, esp. on television or 

radio 
ペ∂ヤ⇒バ ⊥ョ 

9 court n 
the people, esp. the judge and the jury, who examine 

evidence and decide whether someone is guilty or not 
るヨムエョ 

10 feature n a distinctive attribute or aspect of something  るヨ ⌒シص るヘ ⌒タ  

11 producer n 

a person responsible for the financial and managerial 

aspects of making of a movie or broadcast or for staging a 

play, opera, etc. 
 ∀ア⌒わレ ⊥ョ 

12 screen v 
to show (a movie or video) or broadcast (a television 

programme) 
るセゅ∂ゼャや ヴヤハ チゲバ∠Α 

13 spotlight n 
a lamp projecting a narrow, intense beam of light directly 

onto a place or person, esp. a performer on stage 
¬ヲ ∂ツャや りゲもやキ 

14 sprawling adj. spreading out in different directions ゲゼわレ∠Α 

7 

& 

8 

1 basically adv. fundamentally, essentially サゅシΕゅよ 
2 catch v to capture or seize  マジヨ⊥Αص ヴヤハ ヂらボΑ  

3 congested adj. so crowded with traffic ュゅェキコΙや ⊥ギΑギセ 

4 fundamentally adv. in central or primary respects ゅΑゲワヲィ 

5 inexpensive adj. cheap; low-priced リヨんャや ギΒワコ 

6 voice-over n 
a piece of narration in a movie or broadcast, not 

accompanied by an image of the speaker 
るΑヱゲ ∠ョ るダ⌒ホ ヱぺ るΑやヱケ 

7 wholeheartedly adv. sincerely ベギタ モムよ 
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L Expression P.S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 attached adj. Joined to something  ∀テらゎゲ ⊥ョら  ...\  ∀モダ∂わ ⊥ョら ...  

2 automatically adv. spontaneously, without conscious thought or intention  ⇔∂Βャへ ゅ\ ゅ⇔∂Βもゅボヤ⌒⇒⇒⇒ゎ 
3 cloth n woven or felted fabric made from wool, cotton or a similar fiber   ∀スゅヨ⇒⇒⊥ホ\  ∀アΒジル  

4 collide v to hit with force when moving  ⊥ュギトダΑら ...  

5 cushion v to soften the effect of an impact on … るョギダャや り ∂ギェ リョ ⊥ブ∂ヘガΑ 
6 detect v to discover or identify the presence or existence of …  ⊥ブゼわムΑ 

7 diluted adj. 
(of a liquid) made thinner or weaker by having had water or another 

solvent added to it 
モもゅシ るプゅッみよ ∀ブｚヘガ⇒⇒ ⊥ョ 

8 feasible adj. possible to do easily or conveniently  ∀モよゅホコゅイルΘャ  

9 inflate v 
to fill (a balloon, tire or other expandable structure) with air or gas so 

that it becomes enlarged 
 ⇔¬やヲワ ゅョ ⇔ほΒセ ⊥¬ヴヤヨΑ 

10 plug n 

a device for making an electrical connection, esp. between an 

appliance and a power supply, consisting of a casing with metal pins 

that fit into holes in an outlet 
 ∀ザよゅホ\⌒  ∀ザらボョ  

11 restraint n 
a measure or condition that keeps someone or something under 

control or within limits 
 ∀テよゅッ\  ∀テ ⌒ビゅッ  

12 safeguard v to protect against something  ヶヨエΑ\  ⊥ナプゅエ⊥Α ヴヤハ  

13 strain n a specific type of animal, micro-organism or plant るΒゎゅらル ヱや るΒルやヲΒェ ∀る⇒レ⇒⇒∂Βハ 

14 strip n a long, narrow piece of cloth, paper, plastic etc.  ∀テ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒Αゲセ 

15 vehicle n 
a thing used for transporting people or goods, esp. on land, such as a 

car, truck or cart 
 ∀るよゲハ\  ∀るらミゲョ  

16 warning n 
a statement or event that indicates a possible danger, problem or 

unpleasant situation 
 ∀ゲΑグ⇒⇒⇒エゎ 

3 

1 bias n imbalance; unequal distribution of force ラコやヲ⇒⇒∂わャや ⊥ュギ⇒⇒ハ 

2 collision n a crash of an object into something  ∀ュやギト⇒⇒タま 
3 considerably adv. significantly; greatly ゲΒらミ ∃モムゼ⌒よ 

4 foolproof adj. incapable of going wrong or being misused 
 ¬ヲシ ヱぺ ほトガャや ⊥モらボΑ Ι

メゅ⇒⇒ヨバわシΗや 
5 retain v to keep possession of  ぁギゼΑ\  ⊥ナヘわエΑら ...  

6 skid v 
(of a vehicle) to slide, typically sideways or obliquely, on slippery 

ground or as a result of stopping or turning too quickly 
 ⊥ペャゴレΑ 

4 

1 acquainted with adj. 
knowing about something and being familiar with it because one has 

seen it, read it or used it 
 ユΒヤハら  ...\ ヴヤハ ∀キゅわバ ⊥ョ  

2 confidential adj. intended to be kept secret  ∀ヵ ∂ゲシ 

3 daydream v 
to indulge in a series of pleasant thoughts that distract one's attention 

from the present 
るヌボΒャや ュΚェぺ ヶプ ⊥ベゲピわジΑ 

4 decelerate v (of a vehicle, machine or process) to reduce speed; to slow down 
 ゲΒジャや ¬ヴトら⊥Α\  ⊥ヂ∂⇒ヘガ⊥Α

 ⊥るハゲジャや 
5 deviate v to depart from an established course  ∃ケゅジョ リハ ⊥ギΒエΑ 
6 disregard v to pay no attention to; to ignore  ⊥モワゅイわΑ\  ⇔ゅョゅヨわワま ⊥ゲΒバ⊥Α Ι  

7 drag v 
to pull (someone or something) along forcefully, roughly or with 

difficulty 
 ぁゲ ⊥イΑ\  ⊥ょエジΑ  

8 inexperienced adj. unpractised; untrained るよゲイわャや ヮダボレゎ 
9 securely adv. firmly  ∃ュゅムェみよ 

10 shred v to tear or cut into shreds  ⊥ベ ∂ゴヨΑ 
11 slam into ph.v. to crash into something with a lot of force トダΑ ⊥ュギら ...  

5 

 

1 cautious adj. attentive to potential problems or dangers  ∀ケ ⌒グ⇒⇒⇒ェ\  ∀サ⌒ゲわエ⊥ョ 
2 falsehood n the state of being untrue  ⊥ゆグムャや\  ⊥ラゅわヰ⊥らャや 
3 fundamental adj. forming a necessary base or core; of central importance  ｘヶシゅシぺ\  ｘヵゲワヲィ 
4 intentional adj. done on purpose; deliberate  ∀キヲダボョ\  ∀ギ⇒⇒⇒⇒ ｚヨバわ ⊥ョ 
5 overcome v to succeed in dealing with (a problem or difficulty)  ヴ∂トガわΑ\ るよヲバタ コヱゅイわΑ  
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6 perseverance n 
persistence in doing something despite difficulty or delay in 

achieving success 
Ηや ⊥ケやゲタ\  ⊥りゲよゅんヨャや  

7 toothy adj. having or showing large, numerous or prominent teeth  ⌒ラゅレシΕや ⊥コケゅよ 
8 unsung adj. not celebrated ヮよ ∠ヴヘわエ⊥ョ ⊥ゲΒピャや 
9 venomous adj. (figurative) full of hatred or anger  ∀キヲボェ\  ∀リ ⌒ピッ  

10 watchful adj. watching or observing someone or something closely  ∀ナ⌒ボΑ\  ∀ヮらわ⇒レ⇒ ⊥ョ  

7 

& 

8 

1 CEO ab. Chief Executive Officer ヵグΒヘレわャや ゲΑギ ⊥ヨャや 

2 
emergency 

services 
n 

the public organizations that respond to and deal with emergencies 

when they occur, esp. those that provide police, ambulance and 

firefighting services 
¬ンケやヲ∂トャや れゅョギカ 

3 fire drill n a practice of the emergency procedures to be used in case of fire ペΑゲェ ¬ゅヘヅま ヴヤハ ∀ょΑケギゎ 
4 monkfish n a bottom-dwelling anglerfish of European waters ポゅ⇒⇒⇒ヨシΕや リョ ∀ネヲル 
5 object v 

to say something to express one's disapproval of or disagreement 

with something  ⊥チケゅバΑ\ ヴヤハ ⊥チゲわバΑ  

6 over the moon exp. happy; joyful や ⇔∂ギ⇒⇒⇒⇒ィ ∀ゥ⌒ゲ∠プ 
7 wed v to link or combine closely  リΒよ ⊥ァ⌒ヱやゴ⊥Α\ リΒよ ⊥モタヲ⊥Α  
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GRADE 11 *** MODULE 4: Being Prepared *** UNIT 11: The Planet in Danger 
  

L Expression P.S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 appraise v to judge the value or quality of  ⊥ユあΒボ⊥Α\  ⊥リ あヨん⊥Α  

2 aquaculture n 
the rearing of aquatic animals or the cultivation of aquatic plants 

for food 
るΑゲエらャや るハやケ ∂ゴャや 

3 deforestation n the cutting or burning down of all trees in an area れゅよゅピャや ベやゲェま ヱ ノトホ 
4 ecological adj. biological, environmental ヶゃΒよ 
5 fund v to provide with money for a particular purpose  ⊥メ あヲヨ⊥Α 
6 joint adj. shared, held or made by two or more people or organizations together  ∀ポゲわゼ⊥ョ 
7 marine adj. of, found in or produced by the sea ヵゲ⇒⇒⇒エよ 
8 overall adj. total  ∀モョゅセ\  ｘュゅハ 
9 partnership n association; collaboration るミやゲ∠セ 

10 recreation n activity done for enjoyment when one is not working  ∀ヮΒプゲゎ 
11 red tide n 

a discoloration of seawater caused by a bloom of toxic red 

organisms 
ゲヨェΕや ∂ギヨャや 

12 sting v to feel or cause to feel a sharp tingling or burning pain  ⊥ノジヤΑ\  ⊥ネグヤΑ 
13 sustainable adj. able to be maintained at a certain rate or level  ∀ユもやキ\  ∀ユΑギわジョ 
14 unbearable adj. not able to be tolerated  ⊥モヨわエ⊥Α Ι\  ⊥ベゅト⊥ΑΙ 

3 

1 hybrid n 
the offspring of two plants or animals of different species or 

varieties 
 ∀リΒイワ 

2 kidnap v to take (someone) away illegally by force  ⊥ブトガΑ 
3 latter adj. denoting the second or second mentioned of two people or things  ⊥ゲΒカΕや 
4 nominal adj. existing in name only モバヘャゅよ ザΒャ ヱ テボプ ユシΗゅよ 
5 toenail n the nail at the top of each toe ュギボャや ノらタま ゲヘド 
6 tusk n 

a long, pointed tooth that sticks out of the mouth of animals like 

elephants 
モΒヘャや ⊥ゆゅル 

4 

& 

5 

1 anticipate v to regard as probable; to expect or predict  ⊥ノ∂ホヲわΑ\ ヴャま ノｚヤトわΑ 
2 consent v to give permission for something to happen  ヴヤハ ⊥ペプやヲ⊥Α\  ⊥モらボ∠Αら ... 
3 contradict v to deny the truth of (a statement), esp. by asserting the opposite  ⊥ヂ⌒ホゅレ⊥Α 
4 dread v to anticipate with great apprehension or fear  ⊥ネゅゎゲΑ\  ⊥ょ∠ワゲΑ 
5 dump v 

to deposit or dispose of (garbage, waste or unwanted material), 

typically in a careless or hurried way 
 ∃ゐやゲわミま ラヱキ ろΑゅヘ∂レャや ⌒ヶボヤ⊥Α 

6 exhaust pipe n a pipe on a car or machine through which waste gases pass 
 ヶプ ュキゅバャや ゆヲらルや

りケゅΒジャや 
7 fell v to cut down  ⊥ノトボΑ 

8 landfill site n 

a place to dispose of refuse and other waste material by burying 

it and covering it over with soil, esp. as a method of filling in or 

extending usable land 
 ∃れゅΑゅヘル ぁょムョ 

9 smokestack n 
a chimney or pipe for discharging smoke from locomotive, ship, 

factory, etc. 
 ∀るレカギ ⌒ョ 

10 suspect v to doubt the genuineness or truth of  ⊥ゆゅゎゲΑ\  ヮらわゼΑら ... 

7 

& 

8 

1 amend v to make better; to improve  ⊥ウボｚレ⊥Α\  ⊥リ⇒⇒⇒⇒ あジエΑ 
2 anxiety n 

a feeling of worry, nervousness, or unease, typically about an 

unpleasant event or something with an uncertain outcome 
 ∀ペヤホ 

3 chiefly adv. above all; mainly メヱΕや ュゅボヨャや ヶプ 
4 confront v to threaten  ⊥ヮよゅイ⊥Α\  ⊥ヮィやヲ⊥Α 
5 international adj. existing, occurring or carried on between two or more nations  ヶャヱキ\ ヶヨャゅハ 
6 plight n a dangerous, difficult or otherwise unfortunate situation  ∀ るヅケヱ\  ∀ベコほョ 
7 symposium n a conference or meeting to discuss a particular subject  りヱギル\ るゼホゅレ ⊥ョ 
8 tackle v to make determined efforts to deal with a problem or difficult task ⇔ Κムゼ⊥ョ ⊥アャゅバ⊥Α 
9 worldwide adj. extending or reaching throughout the world ¬ゅエルや ノΒヨィ ヶプ ユャゅバャや 
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L Expression P. S. Meaning Arabic Meaning 

1 

& 

2 

1 accumulate v to gather together or acquire an increasing number or quantity of ⊥ُノヨイΑُ
2 alongside prep close to the side of; next to ُ⌒りやクゅエ⊥ヨよ\ُ⌒ُょルゅイよُ
3 calamity n 

an event causing great and often sudden damage or distress; a 

disaster 
ُ∀るをケゅ⇒⇒ミُ

4 costly adj. costing a lot; expensive ُ ∀ブヤム⇒⇒ ⊥ョ\ُるヘヤムわャや ⊥ُナワゅよُ
5 expert n 

a person who has a comprehensive and authoritative skill in a 

particular area ∀ُゲΒらカُ
6 flare up ph. v to burn with a sudden intensity ُ ⊥ュゲトツΑ\ُُ⇔りほイプُ ⊥モバわゼΑُ
7 mullet n a chiefly marine fish that is widely caught for food ヵケヲよُマヨシُ
8 overflow v to flood or flow over a surface or area ُ ⊥ヂΒヘΑ\ُ⊥ُゲ ⌒ヨピΑُ
9 prohibit v to prevent; to make impossible ُ ⊥ノレヨΑ\ُ⊥ُュ ∂ゲエΑُ

10 prolonged adj. continuing for a long time or longer than usual; lengthy ∀ُメ ∂ヲト⊥ョُ
11 quake v (esp. of the earth) to shake or tremble ُ ぁゴわヰΑ\ُぁُアゎゲΑُ
12 remarkable adj. worthy of attention; striking ⊥ُエヤ⇒⇒ ∠ョُ∀ドヲُ
13 remedy n a means of counteracting or eliminating something undesirable ∀ُァΚ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⌒ハُ
14 shortage n 

a state or situation in which something needed cannot be 

obtained in sufficient amounts 
...ُヶプُ ∀ゾボ∠ルُ

3 

1 intensity n strength; power ∀ُり ｚヲホ\ُ⇒⇒⇒ェُ∀り ∂ギ⇒ُ
2 lethal adj. sufficient to cause death ُ ∀モゎゅホ\ُُ ∀ろΒヨ ⊥ョ\ُ∀ُマヤヰ ⊥ョُ
3 moist adj. slightly wet; damp or humid ُ ｘヵギル\ُ∀ُモ∂ヤら ⊥ョُ
4 spinning adj. rotating; revolving; turning around ∀ُケや ∂ヱ ∠キُ
5 storm cellar n 

a room below ground level, typically used for hiding in during 

strong storms such as tornadoes 
∀ُ ほイヤョ\ُブタやヲバャやُリョ ∀ُゅらガョُ

6 vortex adj. 
(of a mass of wind or water) spinning rapidly and pulling things 

into the center 
ُ∀るョや ｚヱ⊥キُ

4 

& 

5 

1 announce v 
to make a public and typically formal declaration about a fact, 

occurrence or intention 
⊥ُリヤバ⊥⇒Αُ

2 come in ph. v when the tide comes in, the sea moves towards the land ∂ُギ⇒⇒⇒⇒ヨャやُ

3 go out ph. v 
1. to become extinguished 

2. to recede to low tide 
1ُ ⊥ギ ⊥ヨガΑُ.\ُ) ⊥ペΑゲエャや(ُ ⊥¬ヴヘトレΑُ

2)∂ギヨャや(ُ ⊥ノィやゲわΑُ.ُ
4 mansion n a large, impressive house ُ ∀ユガプُ∀メゴレョ\ُ∀ُゲ ⌒カゅプُ
5 perilously adv. dangerously, hazardously りケヲ⊥トガよُ
6 previous adj. existing or occurring before in time or order ⊥ُペよゅジャやُ
7 regularly adv. often, frequently ∃ُケやゲヨわシみよُ
8 turnoff n a junction at which a road branches off from a main road )ペΑゲトャや(ُ∀ネ ぁゲヘゎُ

7 

& 

8 

1 absolutely adv. with no qualification, restriction or limitation; totally ُゅ⇒⇒ ⇔ョゅヨゎ\ُゅ⇔ボヤト ⊥ョُ
2 demanding adj. requiring much skill or effort や ⇔ギヰ ⊥ィُヱぺ ⇔ُりケゅヰョُ ⊥ょ∂ヤトわΑُ
3 impractical adj. not sensible or realistic ヶルΚボハُヱやُヶバホやヱُゲΒビُ
4 lessen v to make or become less; to diminish ُ ⊥ヂあヘガ⊥Α\ُ⊥ُゾボレ⊥Αُ

5 map out ph. v 
to plan something carefully or to explain carefully what your 

plans are ∃ُュゅムェみよ ⊥ُテ∂トガΑُ

6 propose v 
to put forward (an idea or plan) for consideration or discussion 

by others ⊥ُゥゲわボΑُ

7 pros and cons exp. advantages and disadvantages ¬ンヱゅジョُヱُゅΑやゴョُ
8 standard adj. serving as or conforming to a standard of measurement or value ヶシゅΒホُ
9 supply n an amount available or sufficient for a given use; stock ∀ُるルヱぽョ\ُ∀ُラヱゴガョُ

10 wasteful adj. using or expending something of value carelessly ُ ∀フゲジョ\ُ∀ُケ∂ُグら ⊥ョُ
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